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Abstract: The use of appropriate processing aids at the correct rates tends to improve oil extraction
efficiency in a cost-effective way without adversely affecting the oil quality. The aim of this research
was to evaluate the effect of calcium carbonate added at the beginning of the malaxation phase, on
both the extraction yield and the quality. The assays were performed with olive oil obtained from Kalinjoti olives at different ripening index. The use as a technological coadjuvant of calcium carbonate,
E170 food additive, caused an increase of olive oil extraction yield. Moreover, an increase of pungent
perception was observed in some cases when we added calcium carbonate to more ripened olives.
Also, micronized carbonate allows a low mixing temperature to be used in extraction yields, resulting
in higher quality olive oil. Concerning analytical determinations of oils (acidity, pH, peroxide values,
ultraviolet spectrophotometric analysis K232 and K270,), no significant differences were found when comparing oils obtained with or without carbonate and all of them could be classified as ‘‘extra virgin olive
oil” according to European norms.
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1.	INTRODUCTION

O

live oil is a very important product due to its nutritional value, sensory and antioxidant properties. Olive oil has been claimed to be a healthy food whose consumption is associated, for
example, to a low mortality by cardiovascular disease [1]. The story of the origin of olive oil in
Albania has no difference from its spreading path in the Mediterranean. Albania is a Mediterranean country where it is thought the olive tree has originated. The industrial process includes
physical operations [2]. The process begins by washing and leaf removal, Milling or crushing,
mixing of the olive paste (malaxation), Oil extraction from the paste by pressing, centrifugal decanters, selective filtration, or through combinations of the different methods. Paste malaxation
has been extensively studied because of its influence on oil quality [3] - [5]; temperature and mixing time are the main factors. Among the different types of olive oils that may be produced, virgin olive oil is the most valuable one, as the extraction process preserves its beneficial features.
Not all the oil present in the olives is released: some remains inside the unsheltered cells; some
are left in the colloidal system of the olive paste (microgels) and some are bound in an emulsion
with the vegetable water. The difficulty of freeing this ‘‘bound” oil lies mainly in the fact that the
droplets of dispersed or emulsified oil are surrounded by a lipoprotein membrane (phospholipids
and proteins) that keeps them in that state [6], [7]. To improve coalescence, the paste temperature
of the olive paste can be increased, thus reducing viscosity, although oil quality may be reduced
as a consequence of too high temperatures [3], [5]. How easy or difficult the olive oil extraction
is, has been linked to olive variety and seasonal conditions such as the level of irrigation, time of
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harvesting, type and amount of fertilizer used, the amount of olives per tree or a high incidence
of fruits affected by pests (for example, due to Bractocera oleae) or physiological diseases (for
example, due to chilling injuries). However, the consistency of the cellulose wall of the olive
mesocarp cells and consequently the pectin content, as well as a high level of humidity, seem
to be the basis of the emulsions formed, making more difficult the olive oil to be separated [8].
To break down such emulsions, some technological coadjuvants have been successfully developed, e.g. cellular walls degrading enzymes [9] and micronized talc (hydrated magnesium
silicate) [10].
Pulverised calcium carbonate, traditionally used as a flocculation coadjuvant (coalescence), acts
as supporting material and adsorbent medium facilitating flocs agglomeration. It has crystalline structure (calcite) and negative electric charge and shows no chemical reaction with olive
droplets (hydrophobic colloids) [11] - [15]. On the other hand, given the high density of calcium
carbonate, 2.72 g/cm3, near three times that of olive oil, it is easily eliminated, along with olive
pomace, by centrifugation. The novelty of this work relies on the use of calcium carbonate as
a physical-acting technological coadjuvant for virgin olive oil extraction. Calcium carbonate
is authorized by European Union regulations (Directive 2001/30/CE) and used worldwide as a
human food additive (E170). The influence of calcium carbonate in both the extraction yield and
the sensorial characteristic of olive oil are presented in this work.
2.	

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Olives (Olea europaea L.), “Kalinjoti” varieties, were collected in the northeast and southeast
of Vlora city. These olives were collected directly from the tree in harvesting time of the 2018
season. Olive samples were placed in plastic crates and were used for extraction experiments
within 24 h of picking. The olive oil extraction process was carried out according to the pilot
system at 25-27oC in Center of Agricultural Technology Transfer (CATT) Vlora, Albania.
The productive process of extra virgin olive oil involves: olive crushing, aimed to tear the flesh
cells and let the oil run out; olive paste malaxation to enable the merging of oil droplets into
larger drops, until they form “pockets” that can be separated into a continuous liquid phase;
olive oil separation from the other phases by pressure.
The titratable acidity, the peroxide index, the determination of UV spectrophotometric indices
(K 232, K 270) were determined from the extracted oils according to the European Union standard
methods [16], [17].
Free acidity, given as % of oleic acid, was determined by titration of a solution of oil dissolved
in ethanol–ether (1:1) with ethanolic potash.
Peroxide index, expressed in milliequivalents of active oxygen per kilogram of oil (mEq O2/
kg), was determined as follows: a mixture of oil and chloroform acetic acid was left to react
with a solution of potassium iodide in darkness; the free iodine was then titrated with a sodium
thiosulfate solution.
The UV absorbances were measured at two wavelengths (232 and 270 nm), using a 1% solution
of oil in spectrophotometric grade cyclohexane and a path length of 1 cm. Several experiment
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designs have been performed to study the efficacy of calcium carbonate as a technological coadjuvant and the influence of the main operational variables on the virgin olive oil extraction
process [18].
Results are summarized in Table 1. The results also show that the calcium carbonate gives a lower
acidity, lower peroxide values and lower UV extinction coefficients (K 270 and K232) than without
calcium carbonate. Kalinjoti had lower acidity (0.36, 0.35); lower peroxide value (4.8 and 4.5):
lower UV extinction coefficients (K 270 and K 232) (0.11 and 1.63) with calcium carbonate addition.
Table 1: Values of the parameters established to measure the level
of quality of the virgin olive oil obtained
Variety

Carbonate
added

Kalinjoti

0%(Control)
1%
2%

Acidity
(%)
0.44
0.36
0.35

pH
4.92
5.1
5.1

Analytical determinations
Peroxides,
K 232
mEq O2/kg
4.9
1.69
4.8
1.65
4.5
1.63

K 270

ΔK

0.14
0.11
0.11

-0.003
-0.003
-0.001

The lower values of these quality parameters indicate that calcium carbonate gives better oil
quality than without calcium carbonate used in this study. The quality of the oil was better for
Kalinjoti cultivar. It is important to note that all the oil samples fulfill the quality requirements
set for highest olive oil quality class: Extra Virgin Olive Oil. The olive oil quality ranking is set
by the European Commission in the Regulation of (CE) No1989/2003.
The graphical presentations of these quality parameters are in the following figures 1 – 5.

Figure 1. Degree of Acidity for Kalinjoti olive oil

Figure 2. Peroxide value for Kalinjoti olive oil
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Figure 3. The pH values for Kalinjoti olive oil

Figure 4. Extinction Coefficient K 232

Figure 5. Extinction Coefficient K 270
The use of calcium carbonate in extraction process is shown in table 2 and illustrated in figure 6.
The calcium carbonate addition improves the oil yield in two cases. The calcium carbonate addition
increased the oil yield for the Kalinjoti cultivar (19.9 kg oil/100 kg olives with 1% calcium carbonate
addition and 21.05 kg oil/100kg olives with 2% calcium carbonate addition). Cultivar Kalinjoti that
dominates on the Albanian orchards confirmed as a cultivar of interest for the production of olive oil.
Table 2: Oil extraction yield (kg oil /100 kg olives).
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Carbonate added

Kalinjoti Cultivar

0%(Control)

19.5

1%

19.9

2%

21.05
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Figure 6. Oil yield (%) for Kalinjoti cultivar
3.	CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of calcium carbonate on the extraction yield
and quality of extra virgin olive oils from Albanian autochthonous “Kalinjoti” olives.
As a result of the work, it can be concluded that micronized calcium carbonate is an appropriate
technological coadjuvant in the production of virgin olive oil. Moreover, due to its high specific
area, carbonate use contributes in obtaining clean oils, with a low level of moisture and fine
particles. According to these results, the recommended carbonate dosage is in the range 1-2% by
weight referred to the weight of olive fruits, depending on the fruit variety, the moisture content
and the maturity index of olive fruits. The results showed that the calcium carbonate improved
the oil yield. On the other hand, the calcium carbonate addition provides higher quality oils.
The acidity, peroxide, UV extinction values were better with calcium carbonate. The quality
of the olive oil can be classified as Extra Virgin Olive Oil according to the EU classification
system for the olive oils. This indicates that the calcium carbonate offers benefits in olive oil
manufacturing.
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